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A Range of Substructures are found in Tidal Tails

Outstanding Questions:
On what scales (if any) are these structures bound?
Is this an evolutionary sequence?
Are these “Tidal Dwarf Galaxies” (TDGs) robust entities?

NGC 4038/9 Hibbard et al. 2001 Arp 105 Duc et al. 1997HCG 92 Hunsberger et al. 1996
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Many candidate Many candidate TDGsTDGs
appear just where youappear just where you
expect line-of-sightexpect line-of-sight
integration effects to beintegration effects to be
the most extremethe most extreme

Arp 245, Duc et al. 2000

Arp 105, Duc et al. 1997 Arp 245, Duc et al. 2000

NGC 4676, Hibbard & Barnes, in preparation
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Other TDG candidates show an increased gas velocity dispersion coincidentOther TDG candidates show an increased gas velocity dispersion coincident
with light and gas concentrationswith light and gas concentrations

However, these locations also  coincide with HII regions, and the increasedHowever, these locations also  coincide with HII regions, and the increased
dispersion could instead be due to energy input from massive star formationdispersion could instead be due to energy input from massive star formation

Hibbard et al. 1994

Hibbard & van Gorkom 1996
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It has become increasingly common to treatIt has become increasingly common to treat
every luminosity enhancement as an entity.every luminosity enhancement as an entity.

Stephans Quintet:
Hunsberger et al.,

1996, 1998
also: Hutchings 1996,

Deeg et al. 1998,
Weilbacher et al. 2000,

Iglesias-Paramo &
Vilchez 2001

nn How Valid is this?How Valid is this?
–– Use high-resolution HI datacube toUse high-resolution HI datacube to

investigate kinematic nature of tidalinvestigate kinematic nature of tidal
substructuressubstructures
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I'll address this with high resolution HI mappingI'll address this with high resolution HI mapping
observations of NGC 4038/9 "The Antennae"observations of NGC 4038/9 "The Antennae"

Hibbard, van der Hulst, Barnes & Rich, 2001, AJ, submitted

VLA C+D Array observations
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Increase inIncrease in
σσHIHI may be may be
due todue to
energyenergy
input frominput from
young starsyoung stars

  Gaseous Structure in Tidal Tails                J. Hibbard                              198th AAS Meeting, Pasadena CA

No clear kinematic signature at TDG.

σHI

B - R
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HI observations reveal a wealth of structure within the tails.HI observations reveal a wealth of structure within the tails.
(resolution ~10"-20", (resolution ~10"-20", ∆∆vv=5.2 km/s)=5.2 km/s)
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Identified clumps in tails with contrast of 2 fromIdentified clumps in tails with contrast of 2 from
surrounding material, and with S/N>6surrounding material, and with S/N>6

Also Identified an equal number of "Also Identified an equal number of "interclumpinterclump" regions" regions
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Clumps do not Clumps do not distinquishdistinquish themselves from themselves from
interclumpinterclump region in terms of optical or HI properties region in terms of optical or HI properties
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nn 2T = -U2T = -U
33σσΗΙΗΙ

2 2  = G  = G MMvirvir  /(aR/(aR1/21/2))
MMvirvir = 1.91x10 = 1.91x1066  σσΗΙΗΙ

2 2 RR1/21/2

nn MMgasgas=1.36M=1.36MHIHI

nn MMstarsstars=(M=(M**/L/LBB) * L) * LBB

nn filled symbols =filled symbols =
foreground &foreground &
background subtractionbackground subtraction

MM**/L/LBB=0=0

MM**/L/LBB=2=2

    const SFH, 10     const SFH, 10 GyrGyr
MM**/L/LBB=5=5
     exp SFH, 10      exp SFH, 10 GyrGyr

nn open symbols = noopen symbols = no
foreground orforeground or
background subtractionbackground subtraction

Dynamical Analysis: Is there enough massDynamical Analysis: Is there enough mass
in gas and stars to make clumps bound?in gas and stars to make clumps bound?
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Correction for material falling withinCorrection for material falling within
beam not associated with clumpbeam not associated with clump

Fluxcorr= (Σon - Σoff )* Area
            = Fluxraw  (1 - Σoff/Σon)

Σon

Σoff

∆R ~ σHI*∆t
      ~ 8 km/s * 500 Myr
      ~ 4 kpc

~ 1 kpc
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Some regions
may be
marginally
bound, but
none by gas
alone
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Some pitfalls for calculation of Some pitfalls for calculation of MMlumlum / /MMvirvir

nn If stars contribute significantly to If stars contribute significantly to MMlumlum,,
should use stellar velocity dispersionshould use stellar velocity dispersion
–– Will be higher than Will be higher than σσHIHI for evolved for evolved

populationspopulations

nn Need to have a well-defined length scaleNeed to have a well-defined length scale
–– If If σσHIHI            constant and Nconstant and NHIHI     constant,     constant,

then then MMlumlum grows like  grows like RR22. . MMvirvir only grows like only grows like
RR, so , so MMlumlum//MMvirvir grows linearly with length grows linearly with length
scalescale

G G MMvirvir  = 3 = 3 σσΗΙΗΙ
2  2  a Ra R1/21/2MMlumlum =  = MMgasgas +  + MMstarsstars
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nn Simulations showSimulations show
bound objects lyingbound objects lying
within tidal tailswithin tidal tails

nn However - locationHowever - location
of truly boundof truly bound
clumps does notclumps does not
always coincidealways coincide
with projectedwith projected
density peaksdensity peaks

nn Even when trueEven when true
clumps coincideclumps coincide
with densitywith density
enhancements,enhancements,
simulatedsimulated
observations fail toobservations fail to
recover true massrecover true mass
of bound objectsof bound objects
by orders ofby orders of
magnitudemagnitude
–– MMtrue true ~ 10~ 1077 M Moo

–– MMobsobs ~ 10 ~ 1099 M Moo
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VLA B-array HI Mapping of NGC 4038/9

FWHM=4.5"x4" 

NHI,peak = 3x1021 cm-2

MHI         = 2x107 Mo

Some regions may be bound, but on smaller scales

Compare C+D Array:
NHI,peak = 1.4x1021 cm-2

MHI         = 4.4x107 Mo 
Mvir         = 1x108 Mo
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HST Proposals
to study
Substruture in
Tidal Tails

Cycle 6
N4038/9 TDG
WFC UBVI
13 orbits
P.I. Hibbard

Saviane, Rich &
Hibbard in prep

Cycle 7
N4038/9, N3256
N3921, N7252
WFC BI
13 orbits
P.I. Charlton

Kniermann et al. AJ,
submitted
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Tidal Substructure Conclusions:Tidal Substructure Conclusions:
nn Most clumps are simplyMost clumps are simply

gas densitygas density
enhancements. Notenhancements. Not
enough luminous matterenough luminous matter
to be self-gravitating.to be self-gravitating.

nn If they ARE self-If they ARE self-
gravitating, must begravitating, must be
dark matter dominateddark matter dominated

nn Mass scale may be moreMass scale may be more
appropriate to appropriate to dSphdSph than than
to to dIrrdIrr

nn Whether or not TDG inWhether or not TDG in
NGC 4038/9 is self-NGC 4038/9 is self-
gravitating requiresgravitating requires
better measures of thebetter measures of the
stellar stellar MM**/L /L andand
kinematicskinematics

nn HST has discoveredHST has discovered
super star clusterssuper star clusters
associated with at leastassociated with at least
one TDG candidateone TDG candidate


